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BEFORE THE ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 
STATE OF ILLINOIS 

 
North Shore Gas Company     ) 
       ) ICC Docket No. 12-0511 
Proposed General Increase for Gas Distribution  )   
Services      )   
       )  consolidated with 
The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company   ) 
       )  
Proposed General Increase for Gas Distribution  )  ICC Docket No. 12-0512 
Services      ) 
 
 

REPLY BRIEF OF IGS ENERGY 

 Interstate Gas Supply of Illinois, Inc. ("IGS Energy"), by and through its attorneys, 

Quarles & Brady LLP, pursuant to Section 200.800 of the Rules of Practice of the Illinois 

Commerce Commission ("Commission"), respectfully submits this Reply Brief in the above-

captioned proceeding regarding a proposed general increase in gas rates of The North Shore Gas 

Company ("North Shore") and The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company ("Peoples") 

(collectively, the "Companies").   

I. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Commission consistently has endorsed the development of properly designed retail 

customer choice programs, recognizing that such programs benefit all customers: 

The Commission notes that it has long had a policy favoring competition in 
energy markets, and the Commission believes that customers will generally 
benefit from being given the opportunity to participate in a well-designed 
competitive market.  The Commission also recognizes that the Act also 
generally supports competition in the market, and that the Commission has 
consistently advanced this view. 
 

(Ameren Illinois Proposed General Increase in Natural Gas Rates, January 10, 2012 Final Order 

at 193, ICC Docket No. 11-0282 (IGS Energy Cross Ex. 2) (emphasis added.))  
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The Companies' retail choice program -- a program called Choices For You -- is not working 

effectively because it has not been properly designed.  The Companies obviously know the 

program is not in good shape; not only because IGS Energy presented extensive expert testimony 

and elicited substantial evidence in the Evidentiary Hearings, but because the Companies have 

overseen the day-to-day administration of a withering choice program, while witnessing 

customer choice thrive in other Illinois energy markets.  Nevertheless, the Companies do not 

express any concern about the diminishing customer and supplier participation in the Choices 

For You program, even though this result flies in the face of the Commission's well-established 

pro-competitive policies. 

The Companies silently stand witness to a floundering competitive retail market in their 

service territories; they propose no changes to their Choices For You program, defiantly 

acknowledging that they have not even considered pro-competitive policies and procedures that 

have been implemented in the competitive programs of other utilities.  (See Tr. at 887:8-888:15, 

889:8-890:14, 894:4-16 (Companies witness Ms. Grace); see also IGS Energy Initial Brief at 8, 

12-13.).  Unlike other Illinois utilities, the Companies affirmatively identify costs that they 

attribute only to choice customers, without also reviewing and properly allocating all other base 

rate costs to the proper cost causers.  This selective allocation of costs has created an inequitable 

allocation of costs in the market, unfairly burdening the Companies' customers who choose to 

shop. 

In their Initial Briefs, neither the Companies nor Staff substantively engage on the 

extensive evidence that IGS Energy submitted on these issues, instead attempting to brush aside 

IGS Energy's recommendations with exceptionally "thin" conclusory statements, which imply 
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that the Companies' choice program is working just fine.  Neither the Companies nor Staff 

suggest any practical alternative solutions to repair the Choices For You program. 

The Companies plainly have no intention of taking effective action to advance customer 

choice.  It falls to the Commission, therefore, to take action to address this situation.  The debate 

in this proceeding is not whether the Commission has the authority to modify the choice 

program, but rather whether the revisions recommended by IGS Energy are appropriate. 

Given this context, in evaluating IGS Energy's request for action, it is important for the 

Commission to recognize that IGS Energy is not requesting radical changes to the program -- in 

fact, IGS Energy seeks only modest, feasible modifications to cost allocation to level the 

competitive playing field that will not adversely affect the Companies' bottom line; the changes 

will help bring the Companies' choice programs in line with components of the other, more 

successful choice programs in the state.  The modifications are based on cost causation principles 

-- again, non-controversial principles that the Commission repeatedly has endorsed -- to make 

sure that all customers who are given the option to participate in a beneficial program pay their 

fair share for being given that option, while customers who derive no benefit from certain utility 

expenses not pay for those costs.   

IGS Energy also respectfully requests that the Commission open an investigation of 

whether the Companies should continue to act as the provider of last resort.  Again, there is 

nothing unique about this concept -- it is being investigated in other states.  The need for such an 

investigation is highlighted by the Companies' obvious intransigence to even modest changes in 

the design and implementation of their retail choice program, even in the face of non-

controversial evidence that the Companies' Choices For You program is moribund, not only 
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relative to its own past performance, but also in comparison to the retail choice program run by 

Nicor Gas. 

Accordingly, IGS Energy respectfully requests that the Commission order the Companies 

to implement the cost allocation solutions that IGS Energy has proposed and that the 

Commission initiate an investigation into whether the Companies should continue as the provider 

of last resort. 

X. 

TRANSPORTATION ISSUES1 

A. Uncontested Issues  
 

IGS Energy, the Companies, and Commission Staff all agree that the issue of a Purchase 

of Receivables program has been withdrawn in this proceeding, and therefore is not currently 

before the Commission and requires no decision in this proceeding.  (See IGS Energy Initial 

Brief at 9-10; the Companies' Initial Brief at 163; Staff Initial Brief at 114-115.)   

Further, there is no dispute from the parties regarding the Commission's legal authority to 

initiate an investigation regarding provider of last resort issues.  (See IGS Energy Initial Brief at 

9-10; NS-PGL Initial Brief at 163; Staff Initial Brief at 115-116.)   

1. Purchase of Receivables (Withdrawn) 
 

As IGS Energy, the Companies, and Commission Staff explained in their Initial Briefs, 

the Purchase of Receivables ("POR") issue is no longer before the Commission in this 

                                                 
 

1 IGS Energy's Initial Brief and this Reply Brief follow the Common Outline of Issues 
that was submitted to the Administrative Law Judges on February 19, 2013. 
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proceeding.  (See IGS Energy Initial Brief at 9-10; NS-PGL Initial Brief at 163; Staff Initial 

Brief at 114-115.)   

In its Direct Testimony, IGS Energy urged the Commission to direct the Companies to 

adopt a POR program, under which the Companies would purchase customer account 

receivables from competitive suppliers of natural gas.  (See IGS Ex. 1.0 at 7:155-30:710 .)  

Companies witness Ms. Egelhoff and Staff witness Dr. Rearden provided brief responses to IGS 

Energy's proposal.  (See NS-PGL Ex. 36.0 at 3:49-3:61; ICC Staff Ex. 18.0 at 2:42-7:146.)  

However, IGS Energy withdrew the POR proposal in its Rebuttal Testimony.  (See IGS Ex. 2.0 

at 7:177-14:329.) 

Accordingly, because the POR proposal has been withdrawn, IGS Energy, the 

Companies, and Commission Staff agree that there is no need for the Commission to take any 

action or render any opinion regarding POR in this proceeding.  (See IGS Energy Initial Brief at 

9-10; NS-PGL Initial Brief at 163; Staff Initial Brief at 114-115.)   

2. Commission Authority to Order an Investigation on Provider of Last 
Resort 
 

It is uncontested that the Commission possesses the legal authority to investigate whether 

the Companies should continue to serve as the provider of last resort. 

The Commission possesses broad investigatory authority under the Public Utilities Act 

and regularly conducts investigative proceedings on a wide variety of topics ranging from 

substantial policy questions to particular administrative practices.  (See IGS Energy Initial Brief 

at 9-10, 28.)  Neither the Companies nor Commission Staff dispute this point in their Initial 

Briefs or in any testimony or other submission.  In fact, as IGS Energy pointed out in its Initial 

Brief, the Companies and Staff accept as a foregone conclusion that the Commission has the 
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ability to order an investigation into whether the Companies should continue to act as the 

provider of last resort.  (See id. at 10.)    

B. Contested Issues  
 

The Companies' Choices For You program suffers from fundamental design flaws -- 

most notably related to the lack of accurate and equitable cost allocation between Choices For 

You and sales customers -- that have directly and substantially hindered the development of 

customer choice in the Companies' service territories.  (See IGS Energy Initial Brief at 4; IGS 

Ex. 1.0 at 5:107-6:133, 30:712-39:940; IGS Ex. 2.0 at 6:129-7:162, 14:331-25:625.)  IGS Energy 

respectfully requests that the Commission adopt straightforward recommendations so that 

Choices For You customers are no longer penalized by (1) being required to pay costs that they 

do not cause and from which they do not benefit and (2) being burdened with fees that ought to 

be borne by all customers eligible for choice.  (See id., citing IGS Ex. 2.0 at 14:334-25:625 (IGS 

Energy witness Mr. Parisi).)   

At a time when customer choice and competition are thriving in the Illinois retail electric 

market, the Companies' Choices For You program is tanking.  (Compare, e.g., "Switching 

Report: Supply Options Chosen by Customers of Commonwealth Edison Company" January 

2013, available at: http://www.icc.illinois.gov/electricity/switchingstatistics.aspx, and "Illinois 

Commerce Commission Annual Report on Electricity, Gas, Water, and Sewer Utilities 2012," at 

12, available at: http://www.icc.illinois.gov/reports/Results.aspx?t=1 with the IGS Energy Cross 

Exs. 19, 21, 22, 25, 26 (documents showing participation rates of customers and suppliers in the 

Choices For You program.)  The Choices For You program has suffered from a steady decline in 

already low participation rates.  This fact is unrebutted. 
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Source: 2009-2012 Quarterly Reports filed by Peoples in ICC Docket No. 01-0470.  See also Tr. at 930:7-934:4 (Companies witness 

Ms. Egelhoff.) 

In their Initial Briefs, neither the Companies nor Staff acknowledge the failings of the 

Choices For You program, and neither substantively engage on the extensive evidence that IGS 

Energy submitted on the specific program design flaws.  Instead, they attempt to diminish IGS 

Energy's solid recommendations with ethereal statements about past practices and prior 

proceedings.  Neither the Companies nor Staff suggest any practical alternative solutions to 

repair the Choices For You program.  Rather than even suggest some superficial "rearrangement 

of the deck chairs," the Companies suggest that the Commission do nothing while the Titanic 

sinks.   

1. Cost Allocation Between Sales Customers and Small Volume 
Transportation Customers 
 

In order to encourage a vibrant and growing competitive retail market, the manner in 

which the Companies allocate administrative costs between Sales customers and Choices For 

You customers must be changed.  (See IGS Energy Initial Brief at 5.)  The Companies current 

allocation of administrative costs is harmful to consumers and the competitive market because: 
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(1) Choices For You customers are being charged for costs they do not cause; and (2) certain 

costs have been identified by the Companies are being attributed solely to Choices For You 

customers, even through the Companies have not properly reviewed and allocated all other base 

rate costs to the proper cost causers.  (See id.) 

In their Initial Brief, the Companies do not even attempt to substantively defend the 

manner in which they track and analyze costs.  The Companies state:  

In the 2011 rate cases, the Commission concluded that sales customers do not 
cause the costs that the Utilities recover from Rider AGG, Aggregation Service, 
suppliers.  Peoples Gas 2011 at 234.  No evidence of changed circumstances 
exists.  The Commission should reject IGS Energy's arguments that the Utilities 
do not properly allocate costs between sales customers and alternative gas 
suppliers. 

  
(See the Companies' Initial Brief at 163-164.)  That is the Companies' argument in its entirety.  

Given the level of evidence developed by IGS Energy on cost allocation issues in this 

proceeding, the Companies' failure to engage is surprising.   

The Companies' suggestion that the 2011 rate case decision is conclusively dispositive of 

any administrative charges issue raised in this proceeding is totally unconvincing.  The 

Companies themselves regularly ask the Commission to revisit issues that are important to them, 

and it is a basic rule of Commission procedure that similar issues may be raised in succeeding 

proceedings.  (See, e.g., Commonwealth Edison Co. v. Ill. Commerce Comm'n, 405 Ill. App. 3d 

389, 407-408 (2nd Dist. 2010) (holding that a "record containing new evidence or argument that 

implicates past decisions compels reconsideration on the new record and may require a different 

result.").)  This approach makes sense, for the simple reason that time and experience sometimes 

show that a decision made at one moment may not apply to facts as they exist at a later moment.  

That is the case here:  while Choices For You participation rates continue to fall, the Companies 
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refuse to engage in any substantive discussion of the problem, propose no changes to fix the 

program, and reject common-sense solutions.   

Although the Companies take the position that Choices For You customers should not be 

"penalized" for taking supply from an alternative suppliers (see Tr. at 474:16-19 (Companies 

witness Mr. Schott), the Companies have presented no analytical evidence in this proceeding to 

demonstrate that they have appropriately allocated administrative costs.  The Companies have 

admitted they only identify costs which they attribute to Choices For You customers and 

recovered those costs solely from Choices For You customers.  (See Tr. at 853:3-7 (Companies 

witness Ms. Grace).)  The Companies have admitted that they do not even attempt to identify 

similar administrative costs incurred to provide service to the Companies' sales customers.  (See 

id. at 853:22-854:3 ("Q. But there's not a similar breakout just for only traditional utility sales 

customers' administrative costs, correct?  A. Right".))  In effect, the Companies have confirmed 

that they intentionally continue to implement a "dumb accounting" system that is systematically 

designed to stifle competition.  

The Companies assert that they believe in the ratemaking principle that costs should be 

recovered from the cost-causer.  (See Tr. at 462:12-14 (Companies witness Mr. Schott); Tr. at 

828:18-21 (Companies witness Ms. Grace).)  However, the Companies do not accurately track or 

analyze the administrative costs that can clearly be attributed to the Sales class of customers -- 

and then they proceed to spread such costs equally amongst the Companies' Sales customers and 

the Choices For You customers.  (See id. at 13-14, citing IGS Ex. 2.0 at 345-349 (IGS Energy 

witness Mr. Parisi); see also IGS Cross Exs. 15-17; IGS Ex. 2.3.)  As a result, the Companies are 

collecting "untracked" costs -- such as the costs associated with hedging their supply of natural 
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gas and the collection of bad debt -- from Choices For You customers who do not cause the 

costs.   

The Companies' failure to advance pro-competitive policies should come as no surprise.  

The Companies repeatedly have turned a blind eye to the failures of their choice program.  As 

recently as February 21, 2013, in providing comments to the Commission's Office of Retail 

Market Development relating to the Section 19-130 Annual Report regarding the Development 

of Competitive Retail Natural Gas Markets, the Companies reiterated their truculence to embrace 

productive change with regard to choice programs, stating: 

The Companies have not performed analysis to identify barriers to the 
development of competitive retail natural gas markets in Illinois, but believe the 
competitive market exists and is operating well with approximately 64,000 
Peoples Gas and 14,000 North Shore customers enrolled in transportation 
programs.  The Companies have been responsive to industry changes, and 
have made numerous modifications over time to both small and large volume 
transportation programs that are beneficial to end-use customers and Suppliers. 

 
(The Companies February 21, 2013 Initial Comments regarding the 19-130 Annual Report 

(emphasis added) (attached here as Exhibit A).) 

This statement encapsulates the Companies' consistent antagonistic attitude toward retail 

choice.  First, the Companies state (almost with pride, it seems) that they "have not performed 

analysis to identify barriers to development of retail natural gas markets in Illinois."  This is 

consistent with the evidence in this proceeding.  (See e.g., Tr. at 912:7-18, 936:16-18 

(Companies witness Ms. Egelhoff).)  Given their complete lack of introspection, the Companies' 

assertion that the competitive market is "operating well" in their service territories is a complete 

non sequitur and lacks credibility. 

Then, after admitting that they have performed zero analysis, the Companies simply 

throw out enrollment numbers to suggest that because some customers are enrolled today, their 
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program is fine.  Yet, those numbers are provided without any context -- even a cursory review 

of the enrollment statistics show that:  

o The number of customers enrolled in Choices For You has dropped dramatically 

in the last three years, by nearly a third (see IGS Energy Initial Brief at 12, citing 

IGS Energy Cross Exs. 25, 26);  

o The percentage of customers enrolled in Choices For You is about half the 

percentage enrolled in the Nicor Gas retail choice program (see id. at 12, citing 

IGS Energy Cross Exs. 19, 20, 21, 22, 23; IGS Ex. 2.1); and 

o The number of suppliers participating in the Nicor Gas program dwarfs the 

number of suppliers participating in the Companies' Choices For You program.  

(See id.) 

The Companies' further suggestion that they "have been responsive to industry changes" 

is plainly incorrect.  The Companies has been completely unresponsive to industry changes.  To 

take just one example, the Companies continue in their absolute refusal to recover choice-related 

administrative costs from all eligible customers -- a practice that has been in place in the Nicor 

Program since the conclusion of Nicor's 2008 rate case (ICC Docket No. 08-0363), a proceeding 

in which Nicor voluntarily agreed to modify its cost-recovery approach and the Staff endorsed 

that approach.  (See IGS Energy Cross Ex. 7 (2008 Nicor Rate Case, ICC Docket No. 08-0363, 

Rebuttal Testimony of David Sackett at 46:994-1009).) 

In the Companies' 2009 Rate Case (ICC Docket No. 09-0166/0167), alternative retail gas 

suppliers requested that the Companies  modify their cost recovery mechanism to mirror that of 

Nicor, and the Companies refused to even examine the terms of the Nicor program.  (See 

September 29, 2009 Initial Brief of the Retail Gas Suppliers at 26, ICC Docket No. 09-
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0166/0167.)  The Commission found the Companies' actions (or inaction) to be inappropriate, 

and went so far -- in light of the "compelling evidence" about the problems with the Companies' 

Choices For You program -- as to direct the Companies to conduct workshops and to specifically 

use the Nicor model as the starting point for workshop discussions on revisions to the Choices 

For You program.  (See January 21, 2010 Final Order at 253, 260, ICC Docket No. 09-

0166/0167.)  Yet, the Companies refused to implement the appropriate changes in the allocation 

for administrative fees, and they persisted in their "dumb accounting" system upon which they 

continue to rely to resist change.  (See IGS Ex. 1.0 at 32:760-33:786 (IGS Energy witness Mr. 

Parisi).)  Again, any suggestion by the Companies that they have been "responsive to industry 

changes" contradicts the facts and lacks credibility.    

In its Initial Brief, Staff agrees with IGS Energy that the Companies have failed to track 

the costs included in the Companies' general administrative charge.  (See Staff Initial Brief at 

116.)  Staff acknowledges that administrative costs associated with the supply of gas and 

uncollectibles are not accurately tracked by the Companies, noting that Dr. Rearden specifically 

argued "that those costs are not tracked."  (Id.)Staff then recommends no changes relating to 

these costs because it was "less clear" to Dr. Rearden whether sales customers are the "sole cost 

causers."  (Id.)  With due respect, Staff's argument is confusing at best.  Staff agrees with the 

basic fact that the Companies do not track and examine their base rate administrative costs.  This 

is a critical piece of information and suggests at a minimum that this issue requires some 

investigation or other attention.  Yet Staff proposes no action at all be taken on the basis of a 

equivocal observation by Dr. Rearden that it is "less clear" whether sales customers are the "sole 

cost causers." 
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This is problematic for at least two reasons.  First, IGS Energy is not suggesting that there 

are no administrative costs that are caused by choice customers -- some are.  On this point, Dr. 

Rearden's equivocal statements about it being "less clear" who causes the costs is not dispositive.  

IGS Energy is only suggesting that the costs be allocated among all of the customers -- both 

choice and non-choice -- in a manner exactly like other programs where the program benefits all 

customers and there has not been a full examination of all rates is not undertaken to ensure that 

all costs are borne only by the costs causers. 

Second, Dr. Rearden's observation begs the question -- who is causing the costs about 

which he is concerned?  In light of that question, at the very least, Staff should have 

recommended that the Commission require the Companies to start tracking clear categories of 

costs that are caused by Sales versus Choices For You customers.  This would be consistent with 

Dr. Rearden's clear statement at the Evidentiary Hearing that the Commission possesses the 

authority to require utilities such as the Companies to track costs and modify billing systems as 

necessary to capture accurate cost allocation.  (See Tr. at 278:9-14 (Staff witness Dr. Rearden).)  

If costs are properly tracked, then a proper examination could occur to ensure that costs are paid 

for by the appropriate parties in all categories.  Unless and until the Companies track these costs 

more comprehensively, such time it is simply inequitable to identify one bucket of costs, without 

any substantiation, and direct those costs to Choices For You customers.   

In short, nothing in the cursory Initial Brief statements by the Companies or Staff about 

administrative costs rebuts in any substantive manner the evidence in this proceeding which 

demonstrates that the Choices For You program is broken and that the recovery of administrative 

fees associated with that program needs to be revised.  
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2. Recovery of Supply-related Costs from Small Volume Transportation 
Program (Choices for YouSM or “CFY”) Customers 
 

IGS Energy explained that Choices For You customers -- who obtain their natural gas 

supply from alternative gas suppliers -- improperly are being charged supply-related 

administrative costs that are caused by the Companies' sales customers.  This flaw in the 

program skews the economics of the program, and acts as an artificial barrier to customers 

entering the competitive market.  Neither the Companies nor Staff dispute the fact that Choices 

For You customers are being charged for supply-related administrative costs; rather, they attempt 

to justify the Companies' actions.  

The Companies' accounting system is designed in a manner that results in the Choices 

For You customers being allocated Sales customers' supply-related administrative costs.  (See Tr. 

at 847:3-848:20 (Companies witness Ms. Grace.).)  By their own admission, the Companies have 

not designed their accounting systems to accurately track categories of costs that are caused by 

their Sales customers only, and do not separately track costs caused on different proportions by 

Choice and Sales customers.  (See Tr. at 853:3-854:3 (Companies witness Ms. Grace).)  

Although, on one hand, the Companies and Staff assert that costs should be allocated to the cost 

causers (see, e.g., Tr. at 468:12-14 (Companies witness Mr. Schott; Tr. at 834:18-21, 836:21-

837:2 (Companies witness Ms. Grace; Tr. at 282:14-18, 290:2-5, 299:12-17, 301:22-302:5 (Staff 

witness Dr. Rearden)), on the other hand, the only fees specifically broken out from base rates 

are allocated to Choices For You customers, without an examination of other base rate charges 

that clearly are attributable only to Sales customers.  (See Tr. at 853:3-854:3 (Companies witness 

Ms. Grace).)  Thus, the supply-related administrative costs are collected from all customers, 

including Choices For You customers who do not cause those costs.   
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The Companies now summarily assert that supply-related costs are properly allocated to 

Choices For You customers because the Choices For You Customers benefit from these 

functions: 

IGS Energy contends that the Utilities improperly collect supply-related costs 
from [Choices For You] customers.  Parisi Reb. IGS Ex. 2.0 Corr., 15:351-356.  
The Utilities' gas supply personnel provide support for securing and managing the 
services and assets that underlie storage and balancing services.  Although 
[Choices For You] customers buy their gas from alternative suppliers, the Utilities 
continue to provide delivery service and storage and balancing services so that the 
transportation programs can exist.  Suppliers have no obligation to deliver the 
precise amount of gas their customers use every day.  Moreover, under certain 
conditions, [Choices For You] suppliers buy company-supplied gas through cash-
outs.  Grace Sur., NS-PGL Ex. 48.0 Rev., 17:382-389; also see X.B.1, supra.  
Thus, [Choices For You] customers (and suppliers) benefit from the Utilities' gas 
supply functions, and it is appropriate that all customers' base rates include those 
costs. 

 
(Companies' Initial Brief at 164.)   

 As an initial matter, the Companies' embrace of a "benefit" test at this stage is odd since 

the Companies have attempted to distance themselves from the idea that customers who benefit 

from the Choices For You program should pay for it. (Tr. at 836:4-7 (Companies witness Ms. 

Grace) ("Q. You believe that cost causation is a black-and-white question? A. I think that it's 

easier to determine cost causation than benefits."); see also IGS Energy Cross Ex. 19 (the 

Companies' responses to IGS Energy Data Request 2.08) ("[The Companies'] [c]osts are 

allocated based on cost causation principles rather than a speculation of customer benefits".).)  

The Companies' willingness to switch ratemaking principles based simply upon what serves their 

immediate need in a particular context undermines the Companies' credibility. 
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In any event, the Companies' current suggestion seems to be that since there may be some 

scenario under which some Choices For You customers' suppliers might benefit from a discrete 

portion of the Companies' supply program, it is appropriate to fully charge the Choices For You 

customers for all supply-related administrative costs.  The Companies' position is contrary to 

cost-causation principles; it is also the exact opposite way in which the Companies treat Choices 

For You customers; and it ignores the evidentiary record in this proceeding. 

Cost causation principles dictate that the costs should be borne by the cost-causer.  This is 

a non-controversial proposition endorsed by the Companies and Staff.  (See, e.g., Tr. at 468:12-

14 (Companies witness Mr. Schott; Tr. at 834:18-21, 836:21-837:2 (Companies witness Ms. 

Grace; Tr. at 282:14-18, 290:2-5, 299:12-17, 301:22-302:5 (Staff witness Dr. Rearden).) 

However, as IGS Energy witness Mr. Parisi explained: 

The principle of cost causation is only equitable if and when all costs are  
appropriately allocated to those who cause such costs; not when only certain costs 
are allocated and others are spread among all customers irrespective of causation. 
What the Utilities have done is pulled out the one set of administrative costs 
associated with Choices For You and recovered those costs solely from Choices 
For You customers while continuing to charge the Choices For You customers for 
administrative costs incurred to provide service to the Utilities' sales customers. 
This is inappropriate, and should be remedied immediately. 
 

(IGS Ex. 2.0 at 7:154-162.) 
 
Of course, the irony is that in the context of allocating Choices For You administrative 

costs, the Companies have sought to identify some specific administrative costs and assign those 

costs.  The way in which they have sought to do so is unlike any other Illinois utility, and unlike 

any other program of the Companies'  -- but the idea of identifying administrative costs and 

appropriately allocating them is non-controversial. 

Finally, the Companies position simply ignores the evidentiary record in this proceeding.  

IGS Energy has identified two discrete costs that the Companies incur which are exclusively for 
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the benefit of Sales customers: (1) costs associated with Sales customers' bad debt collection; 

and (2) costs associated with gas hedging.  (See IGS Ex. 2.0 at 15:358-17:406 (IGS Energy 

witness Mr. Parisi).)   

As IGS Energy has explained, Choices For You customers have an extremely low 

uncollectible rate -- this is a result of the Companies not having a POR program, and instead 

having an allocation of payment methodology that favors payment of utility charges over 

supplier charges.  (See IGS Ex. 2.0 at 15:366-16:373 (IGS Energy witness Mr. Parisi).)  

Accordingly, if Choices For You customers cause any portion of the Companies' costs related to 

uncollectable expenses, that portion is de minimis.  The Companies did not contest this point 

during the Evidentiary Hearings: 

Q: The companies didn’t present any testimony in this proceeding suggesting that 
Sales customers would have a higher uncollectible rate than Choices For You 
customers, did they?  

A: No. 
 
Q: They didn't present any testimony at all comparing Sales customers' uncollectable 

rates to Choices For You customers' uncollectable rates, correct? 
A: No.  
 
Q: Are you saying I'm incorrect or you agree with me?  
A: We did not present any [such] testimony.  

(Tr. at 853:9-854:4 (Companies witness Ms. Grace).) 

Because Choices For You customers cause virtually no uncollectable expenses of any 

kind, they do not cause costs incurred in support of attempted collection of uncollectable 

expenses beyond normal billing expenses.  Those costs include the capital, direct O&M, and 

indirect O&M costs associated with any collections beyond sending the initial bill.  Accordingly, 

the Companies improperly charge Choices For You customers for all of these costs.   
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Neither the Companies nor Staff presented any specific evidence related to the 

Companies' improper recovery of bad debt costs from Choices For You customers; and in their 

initial briefs neither the Companies nor Staff rebut IGS Energy's evidence.  The Companies 

simply make the high-level assertion that Choices For You customers benefit from supply-

related costs and, for that reason, it is appropriate to include such costs in their base rates.  (See 

Companies Initial Brief at 164.)  Staff relies upon its general argument that these costs are not 

clearly tracked by the Companies and due to that failure, it is not clear that the sales customers 

are the sole cost causers.  (See Staff Initial Brief at 116.) 

Similarly, hedging costs represent a prime example of costs caused by and benefiting 

only Sales customers.  The sole purpose of the Companies' hedging program is to minimize the 

volatility in the Sales customers' price of gas, and thus it provides absolutely no benefit to 

Choices For You customers, since Choices For You customers obtain their natural gas supply 

from competitive suppliers rather than the Companies.  (See IGS Ex. 2.0 at 16:375-17:406 (IGS 

Energy witness Mr. Parisi).)  Indeed, at the Evidentiary Hearing, Ms. Grace admitted that under 

no circumstances do the Choices For You suppliers benefit from the Companies' hedging 

strategies.  (See Tr. at 857:2-5, 867:7-873:18.) 

The bottom line is that that Choices For You customers improperly are being charged 

administrative costs that are caused by the Companies' sales customers.  This outcome is directly 

contrary to generally accepted cost causation principles, which the Commission has repeatedly 

endorsed.  This outcome also results in anti-competitive cross-subsidies and the false price 

signals that follow.  Again, this specifically inconsistent with the pro-competitive policies 

repeatedly endorsed by the Commission. 
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3. Recovery of Small Volume Transportation Program (Choices for 
YouSM or “CFY”) Administrative Costs 
 

As IGS Energy has explained throughout the course of this proceeding, one of the 

uniquely anti-competitive aspects of the Companies' choice program is that the Companies 

charge administrative costs related to the Choices For You program to only Choices For You 

customers, through charges directed to the customers' competitive suppliers.  The Companies do 

not take issue with the fact that this design works to inhibit competition; rather, they maintain 

that since they previously were allowed to implement this anti-choice design, they should be 

allowed to continue with this structure. 

However, because all customers have the opportunity to access the Choices For You 

program, and because all customers benefit from the program, regardless of whether they choose 

to participate in the competitive market, the administrative program costs should be spread 

across all customers who have the option to switch suppliers through the Choices For You 

program.  (See IGS Ex. 2.0 at 17:408-417 (IGS witness Mr. Parisi).)  This is now the common 

approach to cost recovery approved by the Commission and advocated by Staff in a variety of 

contexts.  (See id. at 22:549-24:602 (IGS Energy witness Mr. Parisi); IGS Cross Ex. 7 (Excerpt 

of Rebuttal Testimony of David Sackett in ICC Docket No. 08-0363); Tr. at 308:12-15 (Staff 

witness Dr. Rearden re: Staff's position in ICC Docket No. 12-0484).) 
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In the last Ameren gas rate case -- the last opportunity for the Commission to address this 

issue -- the Commission acknowledged that all customers benefit from being given the 

opportunity to participate in the choice market: 

The Commission notes that it has long had a policy favoring competition in 
energy markets, and the Commission believes that customers will generally 
benefit from being given the opportunity to participate in a well-designed 
competitive market. 
 

(January 10, 2012 Final Order at 193, ICC Docket No. 11-0282 (IGS Energy Cross Ex. 2) 

(emphasis added).) 

As IGS Energy expert witness Mr. Parisi explained -- exactly consistent with the 

Commission's view -- all customers receive the option to choose a competitive supplier, and 

competition benefits all ratepayers, regardless of whether a customer remains with the utility or 

switches suppliers.  (See IGS Ex. 1.0 at 34:803-813; IGS Ex. 2.0 at 22:551-23:556 (IGS Energy 

witness Mr. Parisi).)  Accordingly, as Mr. Parisi recommended, the administrative charge should 

be spread amongst all eligible customers, resulting in a level playing field for suppliers, given no 

other costs have been reviewed by the Companies for proper allocation to sales customers, as 

previously stated.  (See id.) 

The approach of spreading administrative costs among all customers given the option to 

participate: 

• Is taken in multiple analogous and related programs and ought to be a non-

controversial proposition: it is used by the Companies in their energy efficiency 

program, where all eligible customers pay the administrative fees, regardless of 

participation (see IGS Ex. 2.0 at 22:549-24:602 (IGS Energy witness Mr. Parisi)) 

and the Companies' admit that they did not take issue in this case with the 
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proposition that all eligible customers benefit from choice programs (see Tr. at 

896:14-18 (Companies witness Ms. Grace));  

• Is used in Nicor Gas's choice program, and Staff affirmatively supported that view 

in the 2008 Nicor Gas Rate Case (see IGS Cross Ex. 7 (Excerpt of Rebuttal 

Testimony of David Sackett in ICC Docket No. 08-0363)); 

• Currently is being advocated by Staff in the Commonwealth Edison Company 

Peak Time Rebate Program case (ICC Docket No. 12-0484); Staff did not try to 

distinguish that approach in its testimony in this case.  (See Tr. at 308:12-15 (Staff 

witness Dr. Rearden).) 

Consistent with the Companies' anti-choice approach both generally and with regard to 

the administrative charges issue in this proceeding, the Companies have refused to substantively 

respond to a proposal intended to benefit customers and repair the competitive market.  Instead, 

in their Initial Brief, the Companies merely assert generally that:  (1) the Companies revised their 

transportation programs in 2011 and 2012; and (2) the Commission decided an administrative 

charges issue in the Companies' last rate case.  (See Companies Initial Brief at 163-164.)  

Significantly, the Companies do not, and cannot, maintain that the Commission is prohibited 

from revisiting the issue; the Companies just claim that since they have been allowed to 

implement this anti-choice design, they should not be required to change it.  Given the continued 

failings of their choice programs, the Companies' position is not persuasive. 

Staff responds by stating that "in the case of the costs of the [Choices For You] programs, 

those costs are tracked and are clearly caused by the transportation customers."  (See Staff Initial 

Brief at 115-116.)  However, Staff has failed to provide any evidence to substantiate that any of 

the "costs" to which Staff refers "are clearly caused by the transportation customers."  In fact, if 
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anything is clear from the evidence in this proceeding, it is that the Companies do not know who 

causes many classes of costs and have made no serious attempt to find out.  (See IGS Initial Brief 

at 6, citing Tr. at 847:22-848:3; 848:9-14; 892:1-10 (Companies witness Ms. Grace); IGS Energy 

Initial Brief at 15, citing IGS Energy Cross Ex. 16, IGS Ex. 2.3; IGS Energy Initial Brief at 19, 

citing IGS Energy Cross Ex. 15.)  It is inherently inequitable and contrary to cost causation 

principles to selectively identify certain costs and allocate those to a subset of customers, while 

other similar costs are spread among all customers irrespective of causation. 

The bottom line is that the Companies' current "dumb accounting" system falls far short 

of the sort of cost causation-determining approach that the Companies and Staff suggest.  Other 

utilities with much more effective choice programs have adopted the approach of spreading the 

choice program's administrative costs amongst all customers who are given the option to 

participate, the Commission Staff and the Commission itself have repeatedly endorsed the 

approach of spreading administrative costs among all such customers.  The Commission ought 

not to stand idly by; straightforward direction to the Companies to spread administrative costs 

among all eligible customers would immediately alleviate the problems that are hindering 

development of competition in the Companies' service territories. 

4. Provider of Last Resort Investigation 
 

The Commission Should Investigate Whether The Companies Should 
Remain The Provider Of Last Resort 

 
The Commission should investigate whether it is necessary or appropriate for the 

Companies to continue to act as the provider of last resort.  (See IGS Energy Initial Brief at 8-9, 

27-30.)  At this stage of market development, requiring customers to pay the Companies to 

perform the default service function is unnecessary and contrary to the pro-competitive 

principles that the Commission repeatedly has embraced.  (See id.)   
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In its Initial Brief, IGS Energy explained that under the historic "provider of last" resort 

model, the incumbent public utility (in this case, the Companies in each of their respective 

service territories) acts as the "default" provider of natural gas in all circumstances where a 

customer is not obtaining its supply of natural gas from an alternative supplier.  (See id. at 8.)  

This traditional model, however, is neither a necessary condition nor even necessarily a desirable 

condition for an effectively competitive market -- on the contrary, depending on the 

circumstances, alternative models in which the incumbent public utility is not the provider of last 

resort may better serve the interests of customers.  (See id., citing IGS Ex. 1.0 at 39:946-44-1043 

(IGS Energy witness Mr. Parisi).) 

IGS Energy has provided detailed testimony on the provider of last resort issue, 

explaining in general the benefits of having the utility exit the provider of last resort role as well 

as the specific reasons why the Commission should be suspect of the Companies continuing to 

act as the provider of last resort.  (See id. at 9, citing IGS Ex. 1.0 at 42:1009-44:1043; IGS 

Energy Ex. 2.0 at 25:631-27:687 (IGS Energy witness Mr. Parisi).)  Neither the Companies nor 

Staff took issue with the detailed and particularized information that IGS Energy provided 

throughout the course of this proceeding.  (See id., citing Tr. at 924:7-14 (Companies witness 

Ms. Egelhoff); ICC Staff Ex. 18.0 at 8:158-163 (Staff witness Dr. Rearden).)  In their Initial 

Briefs, Staff merely restated that the Commission has the authority to conduct a provider of last 

resort investigation, and the Companies reiterated their commitment to fully participate in such 

an investigation.  (See Staff Initial Brief at 116; the Companies' Initial Brief at 164.) 

Given that (1) the Commission's legal authority to conduct a provider of last resort 

investigation is not in dispute and (2) no party objects to such an investigation, IGS Energy 
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respectfully requests that the Commission initiate a proceeding to investigate whether the 

Companies should remain the providers of last resort.  (See IGS Energy Initial Brief at 27-30.)   

In response to IGS Energy's detailed accounting of other state paradigms demonstrating 

that there are alternative to regulated default service, the Companies stated:  

If the Commission chooses to open a proceeding to investigate the Utilities should 
continue to act as the provider of last resort, the Utilities will participate. 
  

 (See NS-PGL Initial Brief at 164.)  That is the full extent of the Companies' response.  Staff 

responded by stating: 

IGS witness Mr. Parisi recommended that the Commission order an investigation 
of whether North Shore and Peoples Gas should no longer be the provider of last 
resort ("PLR").  (Staff Ex. 18.0, p. 2)  Staff's only comment on the IGS proposal 
was that if the Commission is interested in the topic at a theoretical level, it could 
order an investigation.  Staff witness Rearden did add that currently North Shore 
and Peoples Gas are not in a position to surrender their PLR responsibilities. 
 

(See ICC Staff Initial Brief at 116.)  That is the full extent of the Commission Staff's response.  

It is uncontested that the Commission possesses legal authority to initiate an investigation 

on provider of last resort and that the Commission has regularly done so with respect to a variety 

of subjects.  (See IGS Energy Initial Brief at 30.)  Neither the Companies nor Staff dispute this 

point.  (See id.) Given that the Companies have taken no steps to advance pro-consumer, pro-

competitive programs or accurate cost allocation policies, the Commission should open a docket 

to advance the discussion on the Companies' exiting the role of provider of last resort.   
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XI. 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated herein and in its Initial Brief, IGS Energy respectfully requests that 

the Commission adopt its recommendations as a way to advance customer choice for all 

customers: 

1. Require the Companies to appropriately allocate administrative charges.  
What the Utilities have done is pulled out the one set of administrative costs 
associated with Choices For You and recovered those costs solely from Choices 
For You customers while continuing to charge the Choices For You customers for 
administrative costs incurred to provide service to the Utilities' Sales customers.  
Since the Utilities have freely admitted that they do not track their base rate costs, 
the best solution would be for the Commission to direct the Utilities to simply 
spread all the administrative costs among all customers who have the option to 
participate in the Choices For You program, mitigating the need to further 
examine such base rate costs. 

 

2. Investigate whether the utilities should remain the provider of last resort.  
Given the long history of the Illinois competitive natural gas market, the 
Commission should investigate whether it is necessary or appropriate for the 
utilities to continue to act as the provider of last resort.  If the Companies were to 
exit the role of provider of last resort, they could better focus on their primary 
function -- gas delivery.  
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